


Forest Tales 

is a sci-fi eco-feminist reading of the Indian epic, the
Ramayana. 

Extending the ethos of ecology into artistic practice, the
film will be made without the use of any fuel or electricity
- except that which is generated through human power,

and artisanal – in the sense that it is small-scale and hand-
made – eschewing the use of machinery in the production

of sets and costumes.

The project ultimately hopes to meander towards a final
presentation as a single-viewer experience – as a monitor
mounted on a bicycle, where the audience member will
have to actively engage (the bicycle pedals in this case) in

order to view the film.

However, the most ecological film,
perhaps, is one that never gets made.

So in this iteration, I give you the modes of production, the
visual design and the narrative and invite you to 

imagine what this film could be.

Upcycling the Ramayana for the 21st Century

So a tale that has lent itself to being recycled
over centuries surely deserves an ecological

reading - and this what Forest Tales intends to do
- turn the Ramayana into the Sitayana.



The Ramayana (Rama's Journey)
was passed down orally for

centuries before being written
down in the form of an epic

poem by the sage Valmiki in the
4th Century BC. It charts the

fate of King Rama, heir apparent
to the throne of Ayodhya.  As is
wont in epic tales, jealousy and

greed drive the plot forward, and
in this case it drives Rama's

stepmother Kaikeyi to banish
him to the forest for fourteen
years, so that her own son can

ascend the throne. 

These fourteen years spent in
exile form the backbone of the
epic. Rama is accompanied in his
exile by his brother Laxmana, and

his wife Sita. At first, the years
pass slowly and uneventfully in
the forest - but when Sita is
abducted by the demon king

Ravana and taken to Lanka (to
avenge the violence enacted by
Rama and Laxmana upon his

sister, the seductress
Surpanakha), the story takes

flight. 

Rama makes an alliance with the
monkey king, and with his help
gathers the birds and beasts of
the forest into a mighty army.
They build a bridge of stones
across the ocean to reach the
distant shores of Lanka, where
Rama defeats the demon king

and rescues Sita.

The Ramayana is still a living tale

in India and across large parts of
Asia and examines both social
and familial notions of duty, or

dharma. To this day, the righteous
Rama is upheld as a model son

and king, the devoted Laxmana as
a model brother, and the chaste

Sita as a model wife. The problem
is, however, that these standards
are still beholden to the morals

of the 4th century BC.

The Ramayana begs to be re-
written, and indeed it has been
re-written over and over and
over. There are over a 1,000

different versions of this epic tale,
where heroes become villains and

villains become saints. For
instance, in Thai versions of this

tale, Ravana is the hero who must
avenge the violence enacted upon

his sister; and in yet other
versions, Ravana knowingly

abducts Sita so he can be killed at
Rama's hands and attain salvation!

The Ramayana is indeed a
versatile tale - a phoenix, if you
will - recycling itself in bits and

pieces over centuries. It has been
retold by Buddhists, Jains and

Muslims, by Thais and Indonesians,
by women and queers, and more

- but never before by an
ecologist. So a tale that lends
itself to being recycled over
centuries surely deserves an

ecological reading - and this what
Forest Tales intends to do - to turn

the Ramayana into the

Sitayana

Sita literally means furrow. She is
ploughed out of the earth - a

boon given to the childless King
Janaka as a gift for his penance.

 Sita is timeless, and she knows it.
She recognizes that she has been
cast and recast over and over in
innumerable stories, mostly as a
supporting actress... but in this
particular narrative, she is the

protagonist. 

Forest Tales is not intended to be
an epic by any means. Character,
rather than plot, grounds the film

- and the encounter between
daughter and mother forms the

crux of its drama. 

Imagine a shaman-
warrior-princess  

A daughter of the earth, 
a hacker - in all its connotations

of activism, revolution and
counter-culture - both of
technology and of biology.

She wears a dress woven of
breathing tendrils and shooting

lights - a futurist merging of
organic and inorganic. Adorned
with anklets made of seeds that
rustle with her every step, and in
her fingers are embedded chips
that can infiltrate codes of all

kinds.

But before we go any further
with this narrative, let us take a

moment to consider the



Production 
Design 

Imagine Indian steampunk
A science-fiction rendering of the

story lends itself most
effortlessly to this aesthetic, and
it helps that the original story

itself has such intentions - 
for instance, the pushpakavimana
in which Ravana abducts Sita is

the blueprint for an ancient flying
machine.

The film will go one step further
in embracing its steampunk
aesthetic by extending it to

bio-tech - bio-punk, if you will. 
Imagine Sita's costume 

 hand-woven out of living
plants and recycled fibre-

optic elements, and the
elements themselves will be

powered using the heat
generated from Sita's body.

The bulk of the mise-en-scene 
in the film is the outdoors - the
forest - rendering the need for
sets minimal. The solitary set

made for the film - Sita's dwelling
in the forest - will embody the

artisanal, sustainable and biopunk
underpinnings of this project. 

Imagine a house
constructed entirely out

of mushroom bricks.

Now before we go any further
with this narrative, let us take a

moment to consider some

Production
Techniques

Imagine lenticular
animations

Lenticular printing is a technique
where a 2D image provides the
illusion of depth, and moves or
changes when it is viewed from

different angles.

The film will employ this
technique for all of Sita's flash-

forwards (for instance, her
abduction by Ravana) and

flashbacks (for instance, her
marriage to Rama) - especially to
illustrate her interactions with

the other male characters in the
story. They will remain

conspicuously silent in this
version, relegated to two-

dimensional animation plates, for
their voices have too long held

sway over this story.

The lenticular frames for the
animations will be created using

techniques that speak to the
artisanal nature of this project:

Imagine images exposed
on growing grass using

natural sunlight
or 

wax images on cloth
 using the process of batik

Let us now return to the
narrative. Our cinematic journey

begins in exile -

Imagine darkness
You hear the sound of breathing,

the sound of feet walking, the
sound of the earth crunching, 
the sound of Sita's footfall. Sita,

Rama and Laxmana, arrive at the
edge of the forest. It is night, and
too dark to enter, so they set up

their nocturnal camp on the
outskirts, and settle in.

Imagine a dream
Sita stirs in her disturbed sleep.

New earth. New air. New
dreams... Of frogs and flamingoes
melting. Of a lake sweating and

swirling. Of a forest traumatized. 

Sita awakens. She sees the blue
rays of the sun seep into the tent

– it is dawn. 

Rama and Laxmana are gone -
their breathing masks and

optical-saws are nowhere to be
seen. They have probably left to
gather wood and water. So Sita
puts on her armor and decides
to go exploring on her own.

Imagine her horror
when she steps outside the
toadstool tent and sees the

devastated forest, the rotting
branches, the parching earth. She
did not know that her mother

was dying.

The dream comes back to her in
a flash, and she realizes that it

was a mother calling to a
daughter to come help her

aching body.

Imagine Sita running
through the forest

seeking the voice in her dream.
Eventually, beside a fuming lake,
she succumbs to the toxic air

and faints. When she comes to,
there is a frog singing beside her. 

Imagine his dirge. 
It is a beautiful song, but not of
beautiful things. It tells the story

of a new religion - syncretic
Capitalism - which has taken
sway over the land. The new

Gods are the Om Corporation.
In cahoots with King Dasaratha,

Rama's father, they have been
dumping pharmaceutical waste

upon the forest. Land and water
have both been polluted - the

frogs and flamingoes have had it
the worst.

Imagine Sita's anger 
She foresees a future filled with
the fateful fury of revenge. She
will willingly be abducted by

Ravana, and bring a war upon the
human race. In her rendering of
this long-remember tale, neither
Rama nor Ravana will emerge
victorious - but her mother

Earth will.

Sita embraces the frog and
weeps. As her tears fall upon the

parched earth -
Imagine that it begins to

rain.



The Carbon Footprint of a Film

According to the Albert Report commissioned by
the British Academy of Film and Television Arts,

every hour of on-screen media production is
responsible for an average of 5.8 tonnes of CO2
emissions, which is equivalent to one passenger

flying around the equator in an airplane.

Now multiply that by the number of hours of film and
television produced worldwide, and the equivalent number

of passengers flying around the equator becomes
staggering.

And this is not counting the actual travel that occurs after
the production in support of marketing and publicity.

 
Forest Tales intends to use the following

Strategies to reduce it's carbon footprint.

The production will eschew fuel/electricity
through the use of human-powered energy

solutions.

All equipment and materials used in the production will
either be recycled or upcycled. Video cameras will either
be fitted with hand-crank mechanisms to power them, or
will be powered off batteries that have been charged using

bicycle-power. 

All local travel will be conducted on foot, on bicycles, or in
battery-powered vehicles that are previously charged

through bicycles. Similarly, all international travel will be
conducted via sail-boats that have a bank of bicycle-oars.
These oars could be employed real-time to row the boat,
or could be hooked up to a battery to store power for

use when the wind is low.

The film will also make extensive use of archival footage
and found footage to reduce or avoid new production. For
instance, existing archival footage from the Vietnam war on

the effects of chemical weapons on flora and fauna will
serve as visuals for the frog's dirge.

Post-production will be minimal, as a majority of the film
will be in-camera edited. Any remaining editing will take
place on computers that are fitted on modified sewing

machines that use pedal-generated power.

Imagine a film and television industry that
does not pollute in the name of aesthetics or

entertainment.


